Other Available **Life/form Simulators**

- LF03623U  Infant Airway Management Trainer with Stand
- LF03693U  **Basic Buddy**® CPR Manikin
- LF03709U  Infant **CRiSis**™ Manikin
- LF06001U  CPR Prompt® Adult/Child Manikin
- LF06012U  CPR Prompt® Infant Manikin
- LF01420U  C.H.A.R.L.I.E.

---

**Baby Buddy™**  
Infant CPR Manikin

LF03720U, LF03721U (5-pk), LF03722U (10-pk)

**INSTRUCTION MANUAL**

---

**Nasco HEALTHCARE**

---

**DO NOT STORE IN TEMPERATURES ABOVE 120°**

5-Year Warranty
ABOUT THE SIMULATOR

The *Life/form® Baby Buddy™* infant CPR manikin is a realistic and economical manikin for the training of infant CPR skills. Features include lifelike body and head, sanitary airway system, head tilt, realistic chest rise, palpable landmarks, and an easy-to-use, lightweight design.

LIST OF COMPONENTS

- Torso
- Chest
- Head
- Aluminum Screw Post
- 2 Nylon Washers
- Pkg. of 10 Lung Bags
- Lung Installation Tool

INSTALLING THE LUNG BAG

Insert the lung installation tool into the lung bag. *(See Figure 3.)* Fold the round sides of the lung around the tool. Feed the lung into the mouth and through the hole in the back of the head. *(See Figure 4.)*

With the head tilted back, grasp the bag with your other hand and remove the tool. *(See Figure 5.)* Gently pull the rest of the bag through until the barrier flaps reach the mouth. Lay the lung over the corresponding area of the torso. Make sure that the bag is not twisted or pinched, but is open for its entire length. Open the barrier flaps to protect the face. *(See Figure 6.)*

Flex the foam chest piece slightly to snap it onto the torso over the lung *(See Figure 7.)* Your *Baby Buddy™* is now ready to use. *(See Figure 8.)*

MAINTENANCE

Used lung bags should be removed and discarded after each use. Always use a new lung bag for each student. The manikin’s face may be cleaned with a mild detergent and water if it becomes soiled. Do not attempt to launder the foam pieces or immerse them in water.

SUPPLIES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS

- LF03723U Baby Buddy™ Lung Bags, Pkg. of 100
- LF03724U Baby Buddy™ Carry Bags (Holds 5 Baby Buddy™ Manikins)
- LF03738U Baby Buddy™ Lung Bag Tools, Pkg. of 4
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